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in his book getting the right things done pascal dennis outlines the nuts and bolts of strategy deployment answering two tough
questions that ultimately can make or break a company s lean transformation what kind of planning system is required to inspire
meaningful company wide continuous improvement improving productivity has a lot to do with dealing more effectively with barriers
distractions and anything that interferes with your momentum here are some of the principles i use to help my clients get the right
things done effectively the meaning of get something right is to do say or understand something accurately or correctly how to use get
something right in a sentence getting it right is all about creating an environment of trust and empowering others to reach the right
answers a leader s success is directly tied to their ability to build strong getting right things done shows how strategy deployment will
focus and align your activities and allow you to quickly respond to threats and opportunities getting the right things done
demonstrates how strategy deployment can help leaders harness the full power of lean organization leaders at all levels and the
management teams who are book summary title getting the right things done a leader s guide to planning and executionauthor pascal
dennisdescription getting the right things success can lead to an overwhelming uptick in options causing many leaders and managers
to lose the focus that brought them success in the first place finding the space and time to identify the most important things to focus
on is the first step trying to figure out where you want your career to go and get a job that ll take you there that s no easy task in a
fiercely competitive market how do you clearly and convincingly define what you ve got to offer to an organization and how do you dig
up realistic opportunities that match your skills and passions 5 steps to get the right mindset for success mindset more than inborn
talent is the best predictor of success science shows and yes you can change yours here s how expert opinion by focus on developing
people s skills knowledge and engagement to drive sustained improvement getting the right things done is an excellent resource for
leaders who want to learn how to align their team s efforts and achieve their organization s strategic goals you have to make a
commitment to a get it done right attitude throughout the organization so you can not only meet your profit goals but also provide a
higher quality product or getting the right people in the right seats is the foundation of a winning team but what does it mean and how
do we approach it well let s start with right people jim collins author of the classic management book good to great says this 1 have
just one point of request intake a major key to managing your resources is knowing how much work is flowing into your team i m sorry
to say the typical enterprise team s routine for getting the right people in the right spots is a lot more difficult than it sounds however
if you follow the steps above you can get the right people in the right spots doing the right thing have a bad employee here s what to
do when you try to be right you focus on securing your title as the knower and the person in charge when you focus on getting it right
you focus on the outcome we asked him about the importance of having the right people in the right positions and why that s vital to a
company s success here s what he had to say get right third person singular simple present gets right present participle getting right
simple past got right past participle gotten right or got right transitive to do something in the appropriate manner to make something
correct by coming up with the correct answer or solution get something right to do understand or answer something accurately or
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correctly i sure didn t get ace the exam but i think i got quite a few right you ll save yourself a bunch of work if you just get it right the
first time getting the right people on the bus is only the beginning the good bus is compact readable leadership primer that begins
with jim collins s concept of getting the right people on your bus
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getting the right things done a leader s guide to planning May 27 2024 in his book getting the right things done pascal dennis
outlines the nuts and bolts of strategy deployment answering two tough questions that ultimately can make or break a company s lean
transformation what kind of planning system is required to inspire meaningful company wide continuous improvement
how to effectively get the right work done lolly daskal Apr 26 2024 improving productivity has a lot to do with dealing more effectively
with barriers distractions and anything that interferes with your momentum here are some of the principles i use to help my clients
get the right things done effectively
get something right definition meaning merriam webster Mar 25 2024 the meaning of get something right is to do say or understand
something accurately or correctly how to use get something right in a sentence
leadership is about getting it right not being right Feb 24 2024 getting it right is all about creating an environment of trust and
empowering others to reach the right answers a leader s success is directly tied to their ability to build strong
getting the right things done a leader s guide to planning Jan 23 2024 getting right things done shows how strategy deployment
will focus and align your activities and allow you to quickly respond to threats and opportunities
getting the right things done google books Dec 22 2023 getting the right things done demonstrates how strategy deployment can
help leaders harness the full power of lean organization leaders at all levels and the management teams who are
getting the right things done by pascal dennis 10 minute Nov 21 2023 book summary title getting the right things done a leader
s guide to planning and executionauthor pascal dennisdescription getting the right things
the secret to getting the right things done Oct 20 2023 success can lead to an overwhelming uptick in options causing many leaders
and managers to lose the focus that brought them success in the first place finding the space and time to identify the most important
things to focus on is the first step
hbr guide to getting the right job harvard business Sep 19 2023 trying to figure out where you want your career to go and get a job
that ll take you there that s no easy task in a fiercely competitive market how do you clearly and convincingly define what you ve got
to offer to an organization and how do you dig up realistic opportunities that match your skills and passions
5 steps to get the right mindset for success inc com Aug 18 2023 5 steps to get the right mindset for success mindset more than
inborn talent is the best predictor of success science shows and yes you can change yours here s how expert opinion by
getting the right things done operations insider Jul 17 2023 focus on developing people s skills knowledge and engagement to drive
sustained improvement getting the right things done is an excellent resource for leaders who want to learn how to align their team s
efforts and achieve their organization s strategic goals
get it done right forbes Jun 16 2023 you have to make a commitment to a get it done right attitude throughout the organization so
you can not only meet your profit goals but also provide a higher quality product or
right people right seats ceo mastery May 15 2023 getting the right people in the right seats is the foundation of a winning team but
what does it mean and how do we approach it well let s start with right people jim collins author of the classic management book good
to great says this
how to get the right work to the right people at the forbes Apr 14 2023 1 have just one point of request intake a major key to
managing your resources is knowing how much work is flowing into your team i m sorry to say the typical enterprise team s routine
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getting the right people on the bus the guide to make it Mar 13 2023 getting the right people in the right spots is a lot more difficult
than it sounds however if you follow the steps above you can get the right people in the right spots doing the right thing have a bad
employee here s what to do
what is the difference between being right and getting it Feb 12 2023 when you try to be right you focus on securing your title as the
knower and the person in charge when you focus on getting it right you focus on the outcome
the value of having the right person for the right job inc com Jan 11 2023 we asked him about the importance of having the right
people in the right positions and why that s vital to a company s success here s what he had to say
get right wiktionary the free dictionary Dec 10 2022 get right third person singular simple present gets right present participle
getting right simple past got right past participle gotten right or got right transitive to do something in the appropriate manner to
make something correct by coming up with the correct answer or solution
get something right idioms by the free dictionary Nov 09 2022 get something right to do understand or answer something
accurately or correctly i sure didn t get ace the exam but i think i got quite a few right you ll save yourself a bunch of work if you just
get it right the first time
the good bus getting the right people on board is just the Oct 08 2022 getting the right people on the bus is only the beginning
the good bus is compact readable leadership primer that begins with jim collins s concept of getting the right people on your bus
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